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Exhibitors in Prague 2007

Newton Group
www.newton.cz

Stenograph USA
www.stenograph.com

The NEWTON Group belongs among the largest financial non-banking
groups in the Czech Republic. The NEWTON Group offers a large
number of activities of investment banking from the administration of
share and pension funds to the provision of consultancy and company
management. At present the set of all offered services and their
combination covers the sphere of investment brokerage (identification,
analysis, evaluation and implementation of the acquisition of the
investment opportunities) and subsequent development of the invested
funds by means of interim direct management pursuant to the plan of the
company development defined in advance. In particular, for the purposes
of its clients' participation in the privatisation processes in the
developing economies, the NEWTON Group creates custom-made
optimised investment schemes, which help the clients to achieve their
aims. The products of the NEWTON Group are represented by its
individual business processes,providing a client with a significant added
value within the course of the investment process.

Creating a searchable digital record of the spoken word is the
cornerstone of Stenograph’s success. With advancements in technology
that include the wide use of wireless communications, the Internet,
speech recognition, and audio synchronization, Stenograph has expanded
the numerous benefits and number of prospects for its’ technology tools.
Within the last years, our products have been embraced in numerous
new markets in all corners of the world. The latest technologies have
been seen in parliaments, courts, television stations, and numerous Web
casts. The commitment continues to create verbatim records of the
spoken word in a timely manner.
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ProCat - Usa
www.procat.com

Word
Technologies,
LLC and
Advance
Software, Inc. USA
www.wordtechnologies.
com
www.accucap.com

ProCAT will be displaying both machine software, WinnerXp, and voice
recognition software, WinnerVR.Both of these products include the
ability to do captioning, CART, reporting and more.Also displayed will
be the new ProCAT Stylus writer, which is the latest technology in
stenography machines. With the Stylus you have on-board audio
recording, paper or paperless, Windows operating system on the writer,
wireless realtime feed with bluetooth, and much more.

The Tréal shorthand keyboard by Word Technologies, LLC, provides an
innovative and low-cost input solution for today’s leading transcription
software. Word Technologies, LLC, offers the industry’s most advanced
products for a wide range of language environments. The Tréal remains
the input device of choice for many non-English languages including
those right-to-left languages such as Arabic, Persian, Urdu and Hebrew.
Advantage Software, Inc., has for 20 years been the leader in innovation,
productivity and intelligence in transcription software. Providing the
most advanced capabilities in its Eclipse transcription and TV captioning
software (AccuCAP), this software continues to be the 1st choice among
reporters, stenographers and TV captioners around the world and is
compatible with virtually any shorthand input device or speech engine
ever made. The new Passport shorthand machine ‘eclipses’ all other
input devices with its advanced optic technology and innovative design
features. Technological leadership once again is the very cornerstone of
ASI’s product design.
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